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Use of alcohol has been shown to damage all the tissues of the
body directly or indirectly.  Nitric oxide (NO) has been assigned varied
physiologic functions in mammals.  Fructose 1,6-diphosphate (FDP) is
well known for its protective role in varied pathological states.  Current
study investigated the in vivo effect of alcohol and FDP separately and
in combination on rat major tissue nitric oxide synthase (NOS) activity.
Alcohol in concentratiosn of 4g/kg wt. (20%) over 5 or 20 wks (weekly
doses) appeared to inhibit rat brain, heart, liver and kidney based NOS
activity and FDP at a dose of 0.35 g/kg wt. reversed of these affects
almost to normal levels confiring that, this agent in part may afford
protection by way of reducing alcohol induced toxic affects on rat tissue
NOS activity in rat tissues in vitro.

INTRODUCTION
Alcoholism is an illness characterized by preoccupation with alcohol loss of control

over its consumption such as to lead usually to intoxication if drinking is begun; the condition
is chronic, progressive, and has tendency towards relapse.  Almost all parts of the body
including the neuro transmitter systems have been shown to be impaired due to alcohol
intoxication (Agrwal, 2007).  Fructose 1,6-diphosphate (FDP), a naturally occurring metabolite
has been shown to afford protection against hemorrhagic, endotoxin and traumatic shock
including drug induced toxic side effects (Markov et al., 1981; Markov, 1986; Rao et al.,
1996).  There are evidences in the literature that alcohol in someway or other interact with
the normal functioning of the enzyme nitric oxide synthase (NOS), the enzyme that mediates
the conversion of L-argine to citrulline and NO (Chick and Ho, 1991; Khanna et al., 1995;
Rao et al., 2002). The present study was designed to determine whether FDP can afford
protection against alcohol induced toxic effects in rats with special reference to NOS activity
in rat major tissues in vivo.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Albino rats of the weight range 125±5 gr were used for the present study.  After

brining the animals to the lab they were acclimated to laboratory conditions for 10 days, they
were divided into 8 groups of 7 each and were maintained at 250C±50C and were fed ad
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